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SELF- PROPELLEn M ODEL TESTS WITH NISSISSIPPI
RIVER TOWBOATS AND BARGES.
The model tests described in this report were carried
out in the U.S. Experimental Model Basin in April, 1928 for
the Vesta Coal Company of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
The object of the tests was to determine, the relative
power consumption and manoeuvering ability of proposed river
towboats when pushing a fleet of barges.
The models were made of wood in the ratio ship to model
of 12 : 1. All tests were carriei out in 12 inches depth of
water, corresponding to 12 feet for the ship. The fleet of
baroes pushed by the towboat was the same for all tests, namely,
11 barRes lashed together 4 in tandem and 3 abreast, respectively





Three different towboats were tested differing principally in
the shape of the stern, the arrangement of the rudders and the
number of rropellers. Also alterations were made in the shape
of the propeller tunnels and the length and location of the
rudders as the tests proRressed.
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ior purposes of identification the three towboats were
named: ."Three Screw Elsey", "Three Screw Ward-Elsey", and
"Twin Screw Ward-Elsey". The eight appended photographs, fig-
ures 127-134, show the stern - halves of these three models
and also the whole fleet under the towing carriage in testing
position.
The tests carried out can be divided into two main
classes, viz., power tests in which the propeller power, revo-
lutions and the side thrust exerted on the stern of the model
by the rudders were measured, and manoeuvering tests in which
no forces were measured but successive positions of the tow,
varying with time, was determined photographically. The first
class can be subdivided into the four groups, denoted by the
small letters a, b, c, d.
Group(a) The tow going ahead, with the rudders on the center.
(b) The tow going astern with the rudders on the center
line.
(c) The tow going ahead with the rudders 400 to port.
(d) The tow going astern with the rudders 400 to star-
board.
The manoeuvering tests can be divided into the following
groups:
Group(a) flanking tests, all propellers astern and all
rudders at 40 degrees.
(b) Ylanking tests, two propellers astern, one dead
and all rudders at 40 degrees,
-- Il IYIII1
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(c) Flanking tests, one propeller astern, two dead
and all rudders at 40 degrees.
(d) Flanking tests, all propellers astern, after
rudders straight and forward rudders at 40 degrees.
(e) Throwing front end of tow out by all propellers
astern, all rudders at 40 degrees and flanking
about corner of rear barge against a stationary
fleet.
(f) Stopping side wise motion of fleet due to cross
current by flanking. All propellers astern, all
rudders at 40 degrees.
(g) Flanking tests, one respectively two propellers
astern, one propeller ahead. Forward rudders 40
degrees to one side and after rudders 40 degrees
to the opposite side.
(h) Planking tests with Sowboat run up into fleet be-
tween the two side barges.
Other letters have been adopted for single or extraneous
rns. The following list is a compendium of all the tests made
torether with the identification letters and the serial figure
number.
POWER TESTS.
MODELS Nos. 2825, 2826, 2826-A.
Group I - Elsey Stern without skegs wigure No.
A. Sealed stern - Common Tunnel.
(a) Going ahead, rudders o de;rees 1
(b) Going astern,rudders o degrees 2
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POWER TESTS (continued)
MODELS Nos. 2825, 2826, 2826-A.
Group I - Elsey stern without skegs Figure 1o.
A. Sealed stern - uommon tunnel
(e.) Going ahead, rudders, 40 degrees 3
(d) Going astern,rudders, 4n degrees 4
B. Open Stern - Common tunnel
(a) Going ahead, rudders o deqrees 5
Group II- Elsey Stern with skegs
A. SealeA Stern - Common tunnel
s - Short skeps
(c) Going shead, rudders 40 degrees 6
(d) Going astern, rudders 40 degrees 7
1 - Long skews
(e) Going ahead, rudders 40 degrees 6
(d) Going astern, rudders 40 desrees 7
C. Sealed stern - Individual tunnels
s - Short skegs
(a) Going ahead, rudders o degrees 8
(b) Going astern, rudders o degrees 9
(c) Going ahead,rudders 40 degrees 10
(d) Going astern,ruddere 40 degrees 11
02. Stern "0" with deflector blocks
s - Short skegs
(c) Going ahead, forward rudders 37-1/2
after rudders 40 degrees 12
(d) Going astern, forward rudders 37-1/2
after rudders 40 degrees 13
Group III - Ward-~lsey triple screw stern
A. Individual tunnels
(a) Going ahead rudders o deprees 14
(b) Going astern rudders o degrees 15
(c) Going ahead rudders 40 degrees 16
(d) Going astern rudders 40 degrees 17
-------^ ~  '- IYIIYIIII 1
Figure Bo.
Group 1112 - Ward-Elsey triple Screw Stern. Forward
rudders lengthened and fitted with shoes
A. Individual tunnels
(a) Going ahead, forward rudders 42 degrees,
after rudders 40 degrees
(d) Going astern, forward rudders 42 degrees,
after rudders 40 degrees




Group IV - Ward-Elsey twin screw stern
A. Individual tunnels
(a) Going ahead, rudders o degrees
(b) Going astern, rudders o degrees
(c) Going ahead, rudders 40 degrees
(d) Going astern,rudders 40 degrees
Effective Horsepower curves of barges without towboat,







Figures 26 to 126 give the results of menoeuvering tests
reduced from the photographic plates taken from above the fleet.
The data are iiven as curves of change of heading or azimuth
plotted on time and coordinates of position of the after star-
board corner of the barge nearest to the tug from which the fleet
position can always be obtained.
Group I - Triple screw Elsey stern
A. Sealed stern, common tunnel
(a) Flanking test; all rudders 400 to
port, all propellers astern;
voltage 90.
(a) Similar to conditions on figure 26
except 80 volts on dynamometers
(a) Repeat of figure 27 same voltage
(a) Similar conditions on figure 26
except 70 Volts on dynamometers
(a) Similar to conditions on figure 26








Group IT - Triple screw Elsey stern with skeps Figure No.
A. Sealed stern - common tunnel
s - Short skegs
(a) Flanking test; all rudders 40 to port, 31
all propellers astern; voltage 60
(a) Conditions similar to firure 31 except
voltage 70 32
(a) Conditions similar to figure 31 except
voltage is 80 33
(a) Conditions similar to figure 31 except
voltee is 50 34
(4) Flanking test 35
Forward rudders 400 to port
After rudders 00
All propellers astern, voltage 50
(d) Similar to figure 35 except 70 volts
on dynamometers 36
(d) Similar to figure 35 except 90 volts
on dynamometers 37
(e) Throwing the bow out - All rudders 38
40 degrees to starboard; all pro-
pellers astern, voltage 70
(e) Same as figure 38 except voltage is 80 39
(f) Push out and cheek test; All rudders
400 to starboard, all propellers astern 40
voltage 70
(g) Flanking test -
Starboard propellers ahead; port and 41
center propeller astern
Forward rudders 400 to port
After rudders 400 to starboard
Voltage 70
1 - Long skegs
(a) Flanking test 0






Group II - Triple screw Elsey stern with skegs (continued
A. Sealed Stern - common tunnel
1 - Long skeps
C (a) Same as figure 42 except voltage is 70 43
(a) Same as figure 42 except voltage is 80 44
A1 . Seal increased so that top flat of common
tunnel is on water line
a = short skegs
(a) Planking tests
All rudders 40 to port 45
All propellers astern
Voltage 50
(a) Same as figure 45 except voltage is 60 46
(a) Same as figure 45 except voltage is 70 47
(b) Planking test
All rudders 40o to port




Center and starboard propellers dead 49
Port propeller astern
All rudders 400 to port
Voltage 70
(el) Flanking test
Center and port propellers dead 50
Starboard propsller astern
All rudders 40 to port
Voltage 70
(d) Flanking test
Forward rudders 400 to port
After rudders set at 0 degrees 51
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
C (e) Throwing the head out
All rudders 40 degrees to starboard 52
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
(f) Stern pushed out and checked, 53
All rudders 40 degrees to starboard
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
- -- -- --------- ------II-.--.---.---.--I --- --- ------- ----- -~....1.~~1.. _~ ~-- - - -- ---~~~.-.- - ,-~---.- - ---~- ~-~--_~-~-)~-~__cl~ai-
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Group II - A1 ontinued. Figure No.
(f) Same as figure 53 54
(g) Flanking test 55
Port and center propellers astern
Starboard propellers ahead
Forward rudders 40 degrees to port
After rudders 40 degrees to starboard
Voltage 70
(gl)Flanking test
Starboard and center propellers astern 56
Port propeller ahead
Forward rudders 40 derrees to port
After rudders 40 defrees to starboard
Volta ge 70
(h) Flanking test - towboat up between rear
barges.
All rudders 40 degrees to port 57
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
(k) Going straight astern 58
All rudders 0 degrees
All propellers astern
Volta ge 70
(kl)Going straight ahead 59
All rudders 0 degrees
All propellers ahead
Voltage 70
(m) Flanking test - model moved from
position at end of test indicated on 60
figure 56 back to bank.
B. - Open stern - common tunnel
(a) Flanking test 61
All rudders 40 degrees to port
All propellers astern
Voltage 60
C. - Sealed stern - Individual tunnels
(a- Short ske~a
(a) Flanking test
Forward rudders 37-1/2 degrees to port 62





Iroup IIT - C. (continued) Figure No.
(bl) Flanking test
Forward rudders 37-1/2 degrees to port 63
C After rudders 40 degrees to port
Port propeller dead, Starboard and center astern
Voltage 70
(o) Flanking test
Forward rudders 37-1/2 degrees to port 64
After rudders 40--degrees to port
Port and center propellers dead,starboard astern
Voltage 70
(d) Flanking test
Forward rudders 37-1/2 degrees to port 65
After rudders 0 degrees
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
(e) Bow pushed out
Forward rudders 37-1/2 degrees to starboard
After rudders 40 degrees to starboard 66
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
(f) Push out and checked 67
Forward rudders 37-1/2 degrees to starboard




Forward rudders 37-1/2 degrees to port 68
After rudders 40 degrees to starboard
Port prorellers ahead
Center and starboard propellers astern
Voltage 70
(h) Flanking test
Forward rudders 37-1/2 degrees to port 69
After rudders 40 degrees to port
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
02. - Stern "C" with 20 degrees deflection blocks
a - short skegs
(a) Flanking test 70
Forward rudders set 37-1/2 degrees to port




Group III - C2 (continued) Figure No.
(b) Flanking test
Forward rudders 37-1/2 degrees to port 71
0,After rudders 40 degrees to port
Center and port propellers astern
Starboard propeller dead
(blI Flanking test 72
Forward rudders 37-1/2 degrees to port
After rudders 40 degrees to port




orward rudders 37-1/2 degrees to port 73
After rudders 40 deprees to port




Forward rudders 37-1/2 degrees to port 74-
After rudders 40 degrees to port
Port and starboard' propellers dead
Center propeller astern
Voltage 70
(e) Pivoting about starboard quarter
Forward rudders 37-1/2 degrees tostarboard 75
After rudders 40 degrees to starboard
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
(f) Push out and check test
Forward rudders 37-1/2 degrees starboard 76




Forward rudders 37-1/2 degrees to port 77
After rudders 40 degrees to starboard





Group III - 02 -(continued) Figure No.
(h) Planking test - towboat moved up
between barges.
Forward rudders 37-1/2 degrees to port 78
After rudders 40 degrees to port
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
(1) Tunnels covered over - no deflection
blocks
Forward rudders 37-1/2 degrees to port 79
After rudders 40 degrees to port
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
Group II - Triple screw Ward-Elsey stern
A. Individual tunnels
(a) Flanking test 80
All rudders set 40 degrees to port
All propellers astern
Voltage 50
(a) Same as figure 80 except voltage is 60 81
(a) Planking test
All rudders set 40 degrees to port
Tunnels empty
Dynamometers started from rest 82
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
(a) Same as fiunre 80 except voltage is 70 83
(a) Same as figure 80 except voltage is 80 84
(a) Same as figure 80 except voltage is 90 85
(c) Flanking test 86
All rudders set 40 degrees to port




All rudders set 40 degrees to port





Group III - A. (continued) Figure No.
(0 lF) Flanking test 88
All rudders 40 degrees to port
Center and port propellers &eed
Starboard propeller astern
Voltage 70
(e) Pivoting about starboard quarter 89
All rudders set 40 degrees to starboard
All propellers astern
Voltage 50
(e) Same as above except voltage is 70 90
(f) Push out and cheek test 91
All rudders set 40 degrees to starboard
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
(g) Flanking test 92
Forward rudders set 40 degrees to port
After rudders set 40 degrees to starboard
Center and port propellers astern
Starboard propeller ahead
Voltage 70
(k) Straight astern 93
All rudders 0 degrees
All propellers astern
Voltage 50
(k) Same as figure 93 except voltage is
60 94
(k) Same as figure 93 except voltage is
70 95
Group III 2 - Triple screw Ward-Elsey stern with forward
rudders lengthened 1-3/4 ft., and shoes
attached to same.
A. - Individual tunnels
(a) Flanking test 96
Forward rudders set 42 degrees to port
After rudders set 40 degrees to port
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
(b) Flanking test 97
Forward rudders set 42 degrees to port
After rudders 40 degrees to port
Center and port propellers astern
Starboard propeller dead, Voltage 70
IIII
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Group 111 2 - A. (continued) igrure No.
(bl) - Flanking test 98
Forward rudders set 42 degrees to rort
After rudders set 40 demrees to port
Port propeller dead
Center and starboard propellers astern
Voltare 70
(o) Flanking test 99
Forward rudders set 42 degrees to port
After rudders set 40 degrees to port
Center and port propellers dead
Starboard propeller astern
(a1) Planking test 100
Forward rudders set 42 degrees to port
After rudders set 40 degrees to port
Port and starboard propellers dead
Center propeller astern
Voltage 70
(e) Pivoting on starboard quarter test 101
Forward rudders set 42 degrees to starboard
After rudders set 40 degrees to starboard
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
(f) Push out and check test 102
Forward rudders set 42 degrees to starboard
After rudders set 40 degrees to starboard
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
(g) Planking test 103
Forward rudders set 42 degrees to rort
After rudders set 40 degrees to starboard
Port propellers ahead
Center and starboard propellers astern
(h) Towboat moved up between barges 104
Forward rudders set 42 degrees to starboard
After rudders set 40 degrees to starboard
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
Group 1113 - Triple screw Ward-Elsey stern, same as group III
except outside forward rudders are removed. 2
A. Individual tunnels
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Group II13 - A. (continued) Figure No.
(a) Planking test 105
Forward rudders 42 degrees to port
After rudders 40 degrees to port
All propellers astera
Voltage 70
(b) Flanking test 106
Forward rudders set 42 degrees to port
After rudders set 40 degrees to port
Port propellers dead
Center and starboard propellers asteri
Voltage 70
(c) Flanking test 107
Forward rudders set 42 degrees to port
After rudders set 40 degrees to port
Port and starboard propellers dead
Center propellers astern
Volte e 70
(d) Flanking test 108
Forward rudders set 42 deprees to port
After rndders set 0 degrees
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
(e) Pivoting on starboard oarter test 109
Forward rudders set 42 degrees to starboard
After rudders set 40 degrees to starboard
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
(f) Push out and cheek test o10
Forward rudders set 42 degrees to starboard
After rudders set 40 degrees to starboard
All propellers astern
Voltage 70
(g) Flanking test 111
Forward rudders set 42 degrees to port
After rudders set 40 degrees to starboard
Port propellers ahead
Center and starboard propellers astern
Voltage 70
(h) Towboat moved 'up between barges 112
C Forward rudders set 42 degrees to port




Group IV - Twin screw 'ard-Elsey stern Figure No.
A. Individual tunnels
(a) Flanking test 113
All rudders set 4n degrees to port
Both propellers astern
Voltare 50
(a) Same as figure 113 except voltage is 60 114
(6) " " " 113 " " 70 115
(a) " " " 113 " " " 80 116
(a) " " " 113 " " " 95 117
(b) Flanking test 118




(b) Same as figure 118 except voltage is 95 119
(bl)Planking test 120





Forward rudders set 40 degrees to port
After rudders set 0 degrees
Both propellers astern
Voltage 95
(e)Pivoting on starboard quarter test 122
All rudders set 40 degrees to starboard
Both propellers astern
Volta e 95
(f)Push out and check test 123
All rudders set 40 degrees to starboard
Both propellers astern
Voltage 70
(f)Same as figure 123 except voltage is 95 124
(g)Flanking test 125
'orward rudders set 40 degrees to port





Group IV - A. (continued) 'Fiure No.
(h) Towboat moved up between barges
All rudders set 40 degrees to starboard 126
Both propellers astern
Voltage 70
In order to facilitate comparison the results of the power
tests as read off from the figures are given in tables I, II,
III, IV, corresponding to the sub-groups a, b, c, d.
TABLE I
Sub-grou p a - Going Ahead - Rudders 0 de-rees.
R - P. ,






































V1, PT IA IB 0  A 2 A I A
3.0 410 400 420 :05 460
3.5 650 630 665 650 740
4.0 970 920 990 965 272 1080
4.5 1390 1295 1395 1370 1530




VMPH  IA 1 B IIC  IIIA 2A IVA
3.0 .273 .298 .270 .277 .247
3.5 .273 .298 .270 .277 .247
4.0 .273 .298 .270 .277 .35 .2 x
4.5 .273 .298 .270 .277 . 47
5.0 .273 .292 .270 .277 .35 .89
6.0 .342
7.0 .332
IA  - Elsey triple screw - common tunnel - sealel
IB - Elsey triple screw - common tunnel - open
II - Elsey triple screw individual tunnel - seealed;ske~s,
IIIA- Ward-Elsey triple screw
II 2A- " " " Barges light - Inriviviel tunnel
sealeI - sleRs
IVA - Ward-Elsey twin screw - Individnal tnrnel - sesled-
Skars
TAB T2 II
























2.0 399 380 399 390
2.5 799 750 775 755
3.0 1335 1270 1325 130 0
3.5 2065 2060 21n 0 2060
4.0 3050
TO 'ING EFFICIENCY
2.0 .078 .082 .078 .0r9
2.5 .081 .084 .081 .083
3.0 .084 .n88 .084 .n86
3.5 .087 .088 .087 .n88
4.0 .088




Individual tunnel - seele4--
Ske.gs
IIIA- Ward-7Elsby- Triple screw - Individual tunnel -
Sealefl; skags










-- - - --
Sub-grop "c"
TAB IE III
- Going Ahead - Rudders 4 n deqrees.
R. P. .
VMPH IA " A II 0  IIC2 I IIIA 2IIA IV A
2.0 183 183.5 183 162 116
2.5 229 229 227 229 199 202 146
3.0 275 275.5 274 276 239 244 175
3.5 321 321.5 320 321 279 285 205
S. H. P
2.0 550 540 510 540 400 410 280
2.5 1040 1060 1020 1055 785 810 550
3.0 -1800 1830 1770 1845 1310 1370 920
3.5 2860 2920 2910 2880 1995 2190 1440
RUDDER PULL
2.0 13500 13500 12400 13500 8000 9200 5700
2.5 21000 2100 19500 21000 12700 145~0 8900
3.0 30200 30200 28900 30500 18100 21000 12800
3.5 41200 41000 41100 41200 24200 28500 17300






" - Individual tunnel - sealed; skags
ft t I I ft
with deflector blocks
IIIA- Ward-Elsey - triple screw - Individual tunnel - sealed-
skags
III 2 A- Ward-Elsey - trinle screw - " " "
' sktPs, rudders lengthened
IVA - Ward-Elsey - Twin screw- Individual tunnel - sealed,
skags/
TABLE IV
Sub-group "d" - Going Astern - Rudders 40 degrees.
R. Po. .
VMPH IA 1 1A 110 II 02 I T IA Iii2A IrA
2.0 242 239 245.5 243 242 243 194
2.5 303 300 307.5 304 303 304 243
3.0 364 385 363 363 364 291
3.5 422
S. H. P.
2.0 750 890 980 910 920 990 840
2.5 1400 1810 1915 1860 1790 1950 1595































- Triple screw - common tunnel - sealed
" " " " skegs
" " Individual tunnel - seale skegeII;
IICO V 1 n I
with deflector bleks
IIIA Ward-Elsey - triple screw - Individual tunnel, sealed,
skogs.
1112 A- Ward-Elsey - triple screw- "
skags, Rudders lengthened
IV A - Ward-Elsey -Twin screw - Individual " " eke
- .
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SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES 5s. •
FOR
IIBARGES &TRIPLE 5CREW ELSEY 5TERN TOWBOT
186'X 38'Y5' )663 TONS (rOWBOAT) n S U U4tA aU. .
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL NO.28?-S I l , I fl
USING PROPELLER NO. 6 37, 638, b4.
TESTED FOR
VESTA COAL COMPANY 3 T. b
CORRESPONDENCE FILE No. 7 97-
DIMENSIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT DIAMETER .0 FT
BEAM FT PITCH 42 FT
DRAFT FT NO. OF BLADES +
DIs. MRGS 10O TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO .300 320 3000
TRIM PROJ. AREA 4- DISC. AREA
WETTED SURFACE SQ FT BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION . '
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATION EE NOTE
TIP BELOW SURFACE
_NoTE: 638I 64l L.H 300 2
DEPTH OF WATER I FT 637 RH (PorTstr'5o IN'D)
U. S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN. NAVY YARD.
WASHINGTON. D. C APR 5,19Z8 280 2600
Ao GOING AHEA, SEALED STERN-4'IA & N O S E G S , ' R U D oA n
TUNNEL LEAKS CAUED
240 HIGH VALUE. / 220C
R.P. M. -
o















1 /,PUSH HORSE POWER
0
SCALE FOR SPEED IN MILE5 PER HOUR
- I--~ - 11 11 1 1111111  1111111
SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BARGE.S ITRIPLFE SCREW ELSEY STERN TOWBOAT
186' 38XS' 3' 3 Tron, (row oAT)
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEl. NO.Z 2S
USING PROPELLER NO.7, 163, 642
TESTED FOR
VESTA COAL COMPANY
CORRESPONDENCE FILE NO. 7 9 7-
DIMENSIONS:
DErN or PATERA I IFT -7 R." cwmk T. MGo
U. S. EXPERIMgNTAL MODL. BASIN, NAVY YARD.
WASINoroN, D. . APR 6I 19Z8 280
IA. G01G AHEAD SEALED STgRN-q"
SA No KE(r)s, O' RUDDER
II
DISTRIBUTION OF POWER BETWEEN SCREWS O
L I
a 240 * ST BD
I CENTER /)
0 APORT







SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BARGES k TRIPLE SCREW ELSEY STERN TOWBOAT
186. - 38: - 5" - 663. TONS (TOWBOAT)
ESTIMA' t FROM SELF PROP~eLLElD TLS5T
, 
WITH
MODEL NO. 8 5
USING PROPELLER No.637,438, 64-E
TESTED FOR
VESTA COAL COMPANY










DRAFT PT NO OF BLADES 4.
DISP BARGEC 10000 TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO .300
TRIM PROJ AREA - DISC AREA
WETTC.O 1NLRFACF ' ' BLADE THICKNESS PRACTION .055
APErN.DA.,/ E DIRECTION OF ROTATION (SEE 407m)
TIP BELOW SURFACE
T oT-: 635 &64? LEPT
DEPTH O WATER .FT. 41637 RIGh
U. S. EXPERIMENTAL
TEST T-A -b
MODEL BASIN, NAVY YARD.
WASHINGTN 0 C APRIL 198.
I= WITHOUT SKEGS
A- SEALED STERN (4 HES UNDER)





















IL " _ I .~ _ o.
S 0200.
















SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BARGES &TRIPLE SCREW ELSEY STERW TWBO T 400.
IS(& 38c' O u 3 Ts;s(ToweoAz)
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL NO. Z85~5
USING PROPELLER No 637,(, RPM.
TESTED FOR PORT
VESTA CoALf COMPAN CENTER
CORRESPONDENCE FILE No. 74)7 " TABORO
DIMENSIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT. DIAMETER .o PT
BEAM FT. PITCH 4. F,
DRAFT FT NO. OF LADES +4
DISP. IAKRGE! 1O.00 TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO 3 0. 1500.
TRIM PROJ. AREA - DISC. AREA
WETTED SURFACE So FT. BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION .055
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATION LSam t14TL)
TIP BELOW SURFCEZ
NoTF : "3 - 0,. _1
DEPT o" WAT&W. 2t. FT I _ _ R_ _ _T
U. S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN, NAVY YARD.
WASHINGTON r CAPRL 21 80. 130.
TEST I-A-b Ia WITHOUT SKEGS
A- SEALED STERN (4- UMEIR)
b - GOING ASTERN, 00 RUDDER
Z40. 1100.
zoo. go








SCALE FOR SPEED IN MILES PER HOUR FIG.2a
-- I Y IY IIYIY I 11111111i l oll WI.,l j lk 11
SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BAR&E5 TRIPLE SCREw ELSE STERN TOWBOAT
186X3 S' S'X 663 TONS CTOwBOAT)
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL No.2825
USING PROPELLER NO 637, &.3S 64
"TESTED FOR
VESTA COAL COMPANY
CORRESPONDENCE FILE No 797-I
DIMENSIONS.
SHIP PROPELLER
LENOYn PT OIAMETER T.
-IAM PT PITC'4 4. F
DRAFT PT NO oF GLADES
oIDI BARGES 1000 TONS I MEAN WIDTH RATIO
TNM PROJ ARfA-' DISC AREA _ _0
WITTEOD SUrAC . SoQ T ILADE THIC1N~TSSPRACTIONW.4
*APPNDAG . ODIRECTION Or ROTATION EE khTF
TIP ELOW SURPACE








P'INO WAER IaF r I INS*D -L1-1
U S ExPIRIMINTAL MOoL BASIN NAVY YARD.
WASHINGTON. 0 C APR S,. 928 280 2600
AC OINO AHEAD SE ALEO STERN -i'
ANO SLS +o ) RUDDE.R
240 RPM 200
220 SHAFT HORSL POWER 2000
.200 o / 1800
0
4,oOO0 RUDDER SIDE PULL 1600







CALE FOR SPEED IN MILES PER HOUR
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SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BArt2s a TWIPL!,.. cRa!w tL'f TowbroAT soo 38
Tow sor )t I e8.'L 3W. ,3S T o*s.
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL NO LZS3
USING PROPELLER NO C510,0
TESTED FOR
VESTA CoAL COMPAN(
CORRESPONDENCE FILE NO 79. 
DIMENSIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT. DIAMETER .o
EAM FT. PITCH 4. I 0
DRAFT PT NO. OF BLADES
DISP. SARGE IQPO rTows MEAN WIDTH RATIO " 3
TRIM PROJ. AREA -' DISC. AREA
WETTED SURFACE SQ FT BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION ,
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATION (~' r
TIP BELOW SURFACE
Vrrek air sITERt 1 FT.I, 
U. S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN, NAVY YARDO OUTS'
WASHINGTON. D. c.APRI ... 1, 26oo
TraT I-A-4 "ALEP *TMRIt 4, WTAlT Sft- ,
Qoarlq Asart rt, R .Pw .40.
am - , -
/ . 6amDab** ^I ",,,. l1%Ao
ATfts.1 M NW o SSTWCIt





SCALE FOR SPEED IN MILES PEROQUR FIG.4
__~_~__ ~
SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BARGES 3. TRIPLE SCREW EL8EY TERN TOWbOAT
I8' 38 * ' 5 G3 TOs (rOWUOAT)
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL NO.ZaZS 3600
USING PROPELLER No 637,638, 64Z
'TSTED FOR
VISTA COAL COMPANY
CORRESPONDENCE FILE No. 7971 3400.
DIMENSIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT DIAMErTER .0 FT.
SEAM FT PITCH . 1 PT
DRAFT FT NO. OF LADES
DisP. BAR GE 10,000 ros MEAN WIDTH RATIO -30 3 Z0. 300
TRIM PROJ. AREA - DISC. AREA
WETTED SURFACE so FT. BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION .095
APPENDoAGE DIRECTION OF ROTATION (Sf1t *iF
TIP BELOW SURFACE"re : ,, ,U t & , 30 0. ZBOQ
__,,_ _,____________ MOE r 8a.rt
ODlP " WATk t. -13 RIQi T.
U. S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN, NAVY YARD. 
f I -s
WASHINGTON. D C APRL I~Zs. 280. 2600
TEST 1-B- l[-wrTHOUT SeGas
b- OPWn STtRtIn (3 INCneS our)
Q GOW4G H.AD RUOAR
,..o. , .. 2? ,40. ZZ0





40Lj , .A. I r"T" I"e PUSH H.P.0040.1 I- 1 - I " ! - l -__ / , . go




SCALE FOR SPEED IN MILES PER HOUR FIG. 5
SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
IIBAR&OS 1 TRIPL SCRW ELSEY STERN TOWBOAT
198 'x 3 8 ' 5 X6 3 TONS C W BOAT)
ISTIMATED PROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL No. ZSLS
USING PROPELLER No 637,638. 64a
TESTED FOR
VESTA COAL COMPANY
CORRESPONDENCE FILE No 79 7-1
DIMENsIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
IN PrT. IOAMETER 6. FT
sEAM . PITC 4.a F T.
oRAPT PT NO. oP BLADES 4
mas BARES IOQQO TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO _300
TRIM PROJ. AREA --L DISC. ANA u
WETTED SURPACI SQ PT sLADE THICKNESS PRACTION .~
APPEN DAeaS DoICTON OP WOTATION SPE bMarE
TIP IElOW SUrPACEIn.,x •
1 -. I
.1 - . A T I
%W% NLP.L aAItt
^* *? sr. .ac . ma. r
A( 3 t 3200
I 3000nt2na
U. S. EXPERIrIENTAL MODEL BAsIN. NAvy YA
r o
WASmomNTroN. . C. APR S, 19L8 80 2 600
p 5ISKECS, *0 RUDDODsR
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SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II DAmrs % TouPLX. acnaw EL3"rEp1ET1wp5T0
1846 x 34 IL s 603 T4 rs (Torb.wsA T)
ESTIMATED PROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL No Z8S
USING PROPELLER No '631 8 G4.
TESTED FOR
VFS1TA coAL. ColPA r





DRAFT FT NO. OF ILADES
oisP. BARGE. 10000 TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO
TRIM PROJ AREA DISC. AREA
WETTED SURFACE SQ. PT BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATION & lf
TIP BELOW SURFACE
fWM! *139 t '%4 Leff
FkP~~I @_ JTUZ.Z~1T___________________  N ST 5' W DI I
U. S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN, NAVY YARD.
WASHINGTON. D. C #, IL * -
TsT-Co C- WITlE "So:T r6,-nb U
C- MoPIFIEPX STiMrt tM *TO rO fViPAL" A1






















LFluP-rli OF WKg.. 'ITT • 33, 4"1 l 4d
S-L1.I
SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BARGES OrTRIPLE SCRtW EL SEY STERN TOWBOAT
IS6 - 38' 5 663 TONS CTOWBOAlT)
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL No. ZeS.
USING PROPELLER No.6,6736, 64t.
TESTED FOR
VESTA COAL COMPANY
CORRESPONDENCE FILE No T I-q
DIMENSIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT. DIAMETER & Fr.
SEAM PT. PITCH . FT
DRAFT T. NO. OF LADS 4
oISP. BARCS.- 10000 TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO .5o
TRIM PROJ. AREA - DISC. AREA
WETTED SURFACE 50. FT. sLADE THICKNESS FRACTION .
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATION INS@0P.W
TIP BELOW SURFACE
nmTS 6Se .4+aL L. N.
U. S.PT o WATR R S. FT 63 i. II.
U. S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN, NAVY YARD.
TEST "l-C-b
240.
WASHINGTON. D C APRIL 1)Ls.
L-. WITH SWEGS (SHORT) TUYINWU
C MoIFIEt0' A STERN WITH INIVIUAL,.








se-r"l I " I " I-- I000.
600
201




SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BARGES &TRIPLE SCREW ELSEY STERN TOWBOAT
' - 38' - 5' - .3 T" (TOW8OAT)
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL NO.ZbZS.
USING PROPELLER No.637,( S .G, 4.
TESTED FOR
VE.STA% COAL COMPANY
CORRESPONDENCE FILE No. T47 -I
DIMENSIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT. DIAMETER Q o r.
BEAM FT PITCH 4.Z FT
DRAFT FT NO. OF BLADES
DISP. BARGE. S o0000 TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO .300
TRIM PROJ AREA - DISC AREA
WETTED SURFACE so FT BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION .011
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATION INOA0R.
TIP BELOW SURFACE
I 0T: 3O 8 4.L L.H.
DEPT or W^ATEw. t2.VT cOT ; h No..








WA.s5iN- ' D C APRIL I.tan.
I[= WITH 5KEGS (SHORT)
C = M001FIEDO ASTER WITH INtWIDUM.TUNNw





























SCALE FOR SPEED IN MILES PER HOUR FIG.I0
r' " r a 'w
~rrrr. I I
!
SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
I I B&e.S . T*CW atY .. ,.. .rlt "Towso&T
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL No..,,.
USING PROPELLER No..jI (.)8,4'1z
TESTED FOR
Vara T CoA,..! Co~,mr 'y




SEAM PT. PITCH 4 .
DRAFT FT NO. OF BLADES
DISP. 5^ -X& IOpO TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO .
TRIM PROJ. AREA -. DISC. AREA
WETTED SURFACE SQ. FT. BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION .







. - ". I.O. r (018 11 .4Z LEFTR E. PT. r ; O F fA P l OU'TTR. i
U. S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN. NAVY YARD
m
WASHINGTON, D. c. A PR I) . !
Ter T 1-c-d Ia WITH seorIrT wKR SS
C a MPIFaF' BWrtIm wMa MuMIVWL I*trMil
dc 4**tarsTraSr Aurpe.Rao 4o0
4 0
LI&. 52 $~ -
F 'r 1!r
SItp. PILL r4aA.UKP At
^t rfsretT rlywA.Y JUTmlYauN
Ral??a p Tc.K
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SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
It BARGE5h TRIPLE. 5CREWV ELELS Y 5TERN TOWBOAT
186'A 36'X 5'y.r 663OrS(TWroSOAT)
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL NO. & L 5
USING PROPELLER NO 631, 38, 42
TESTED FOR
VESTA COAL COMPANY
CORRESPONDENCE FILE No 797 I
DIMENSIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT DIAMETER 6.o Fr
BEAM FT PTCH 42 F T
DRAFT FT NO OF BLADES
DISP VSARGz S 10000 TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO .300
TRM PROJ AREA - DISC. AREA
WETTED SURFACF SQ FT BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION S
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATION SE . NOTE
TIP BELOW SURFACE
NOTE* 637 & 61-4 _..
DEPTH OF WArER IZFn 637 R.H
Poafr 5- SrS&D IMS J
U S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN. NAVY YARD.
WWASHINGTON. D C APR. 19, 1928
I C, C GOIN AHIAD. 5HORT SKEG&
MODIFIEDA'STEPN WITH INDIVIDUAL TUNNELS
RELOCATED FORWARDRDDER337' AFTEI RUDDERS 14'
WltH SLOCKS
E L aez BARLE eaEI BiR&j.z


















" ' RUDDER 5iDE PULL










SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BARGES b TRIPLE SCREW ELSEY STERN TOWBOAT.
186' -38. - 5 . 663 TONS (TOWQAT)
ESTMATED FkFOM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL NO ,85.





CORRESPONDENCE FILE No 77 -(
DIMENSIONS.
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT DIAMETER ( PT
BEAM FT PITCH Z FT.
DRAFT FT NO. OF BLADES
DiSP BARGESF 10000 TONS MEAN WIDTH RAT,O .3oo
TRIM PROJ AREA -- DISC AREA
WETTED SURFACE SQ FT BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATION OUThb WOo
TIO BELS W SURFPCE .
NOTE. b 430 .4-Z L. t.
DKPTn oF" WAtr ISt, P 637 R.H.
U S EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN. NAVY YARD.
WASHINGTON. E C APRIL 17,t-8.
TEST 3- C- l - WITH SKEGS (SHORT)
C MODFIED #'ASTERN WITH WINIVIDUAL'TUNN































SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BAR&ES TRIPLE SCREW WARD-ELSEY TOWBOAT
186'X 38'X 'X 714 TONS (TOWBOAT)
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL NO. L8Z6
USING PROPELLER No 63 7 6 3 8, 64
TESTED FOR
VESTA COAL COMPANY




BEAM FT PITCH 4 P T.
DRAFT FT NO OF BLADES
DISP. BARGES 10000 TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO .300
TRIM PROJ AREA - DISC. AREA
WETTED SURFACE SQ FT BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION .O5








_o_ N 6L 31 a 72 1-.- 1r t--- Ii
DfPTH 8F WATER 12' FTI 6 37 R.H (PRT i ST'_o M1S') I
U. S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN, NAVY YARD.
WASHINGTON. D. C APR 1011L 8
































_ _ _ _ _I I _ _ _
SCALE FOR SPEED IN MILES PER HOUR FIG.14
0
_ _~_1 11111 ,1
DrPHQFVAE
_' . . . .




SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES 5ze
It Sar !t tTRIPLE SCF RW WRQP-F-LwE TOWBOAT
I8..41S 5'4T+Tovi LTovABoAT) I
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH TeA1T
MODEL No.z I I  I .. ..
USING PROPELLER NO (* ((03814It
TESTED FOR
VESTA COAL CoM PAK("
CORRESPONDENCE FILE NO 1 961'
DIMENSIONS: 1
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT DIAML7Fq - .
BEAM FT. PITCH Z "
DRAFT FT NO OF BLADES 4
DISP. BARKGE 10000 TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO
TRIM PROJ AREA - DISC AREA
WETTED SURFACE SQ FT BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATION eL
TIP BELOW SURFACE
Y S. EXRIMF W&MOE L BSIN tF A (Y .1D
U S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN, NAVY YARD.(.PRT S D IMU'i
WASHINGTON. o c APRIL I9%Z8
R -WARP-ELSa,( sTrwr
A - rtrvIA I- L a. T A trt6.s




"IsTIBUTIortF f oP IE/
. bTW.feaM sc awt-o / / o





SCALE FOR SPEED IN MILES PER KOUR FIG. 14
J
TasT A a
SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BARGE5& TRIPLE SCREW WARD-ELSEY TOWBOAT
166'X 38 KS'X 714 TONb (TOWBOAT)
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL No. 2. 26
USING PROPELLER No. 637,3 (8, 6
TESTED FOR
VES5TA COAL COMPANY
CORRESPONDENCE FILE No. 79 7- I
DIMENSIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT. DIAMETER "0 FT.
SCEAM FT. PITCH 4*- FT
DRAFT FT NO. O BLADES 4
DISP ARGEt 10000 TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO .00*
TRIM PROJ AREA -- DISC. AREA
WETTED SURFACE SQ FT BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION .05






NAV t..l X - L .H.
DEPTH OF WATER IZF 67 R. .
U. S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN, NAVY YARD
WASHINGTON. D. c APR 6, 1 gas 280 . 600
GOIG ASTERN
IJ A b sHORT SSEs O*RUDDoER
0
























SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR I
II BARGE5S TRIPLE SCREW WARO-ELSEY TOWBOAT
186 -38 *S 74 TON5 (TOW BOAT)
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL NO.ZB26
USING PROPELLER No 637 638 642
TESTED FOR
VESA COAL COMPANY
CORRESPONDENCE FILE No 7 97-1
DIMENSIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT r AMETER LO FI
BEAM FT. PITCH 4 2 FT.
DRAFT FT NO.OF BLADES 4*
DISP. BAR CF5 10000 TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO .300
TRIM PROJ. AREA - DISC. AREA
WETTED SURFACE SQ FT BLADE THICKNESS PRACTION .0 5
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATION SE NOTE
TIP BELOW SURFACE
I OT E. 638 &6 1 . L.H
OEPTH Of WATEf It FT 637 R- (Qolt" 4-ST''D oul'
U S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN NAVY YARD.
WASHINGTON. D C APR.14,1929
GOING ASTERN
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SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BARGES &TRIPLE SCREW WARD-ELSEX STERN TOWBOAT.
14, A 38 a 5 x 144 ToNs (TrwoAT)
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL Nc Z826.
USING PROPELLER NO 637,63,64Z
TESTED FOR
VE.STA COAL COMPANY
CORRESPONDENCE FILE No. 797 - I
DIMENSIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT DIAMETER (.0 FT
BEAM -T PITCH 4.T FT
DRAFT FT NO. OF BLADES
DISP ARKGrES 10000 TONS MEAN WIDIH RATO .3o
TRIM PROJ AREA -- DISC. AREA
WETTED SURFACE SO FT BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION .Ogg
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATION F(s. NRoT)
OEPTH OF WATER I?.. FT.
TIP BELOW SURFAC-
63TE  T6 HT
f137 RIGMY
U. S. EPER TAL MODEL BASIN NAVY YARD T ST'D I )






WASHINGTON. 0 C APRIL 1928.
3Z% WARO-ELSEf STERN
A a INDIVIOUAL TUNNELS





SIO Pt.L MSSURED 06-r























FIG.16SCALE FOR SPEED IN MILES PER WOUR
I __ __I
I I - ~~~ Ir J ~~~rr
.
It,
SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BARES 4 TRIPLE 5C3RW WAKP-EL.5"e5R stan
184 , S3 bO 5' Y 7 t 4 Torts (to V4 ol)
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL No 8Z6
USING PROPELLER NO (3714368.4Z
TESTED FOR
Vf TA CoAL CoMPAN'
CORRESPONDENCE FILE No. 1
DIMENSIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT DIAMETER (0
SEAM FT PITCH .L
DRAFT FT NO OF BLADES
DISP BARGES )10000 TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO
TRIM PROJ AREA - DISC. AREA
WETTED SJRFACE SQ FT BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATION C t
TIP BELOW SURFACE




MODEL BASIN, NAVY YARD. T I i TD OUTIUJ
WASHINGTON. D C APRIL i7-28
:m- W~jp-ru"T 3T'ar"L
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1 ow e0.
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SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BARGES & TRIPLE 3CREW WARD-ELSEY TOWBOAT
I8sb'r 3sX' 714 TOmS (TOWBOAT)
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL NOJS26
USING PROPELLER No..37, 6 3, 6
TESTED FOR
VESTA COAL COMPANY
CORRESPONDENCE FILE No. 7 97-1
DIMENSIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT DIAMETER (~0 F?
SEAM Fr PITCH 4 2 FT
DRAFT rT NO. OF BLADES 4
DISP. 5AFRGE~ 10000 TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO .q00
CA 2z 3
















SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
ii BARGES & TRIPLE SCREW WARD- ELSY STERN ToWBOA
I B6' - 31' S 5' 14 TONS (TOwSo 1T)
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL No.Z68Z.
USING PROPELLER NO. 637,63e64t
TESTED FOR
VE.STA COAL COMPANY
CORRESPONDENCE FILE No. 79T -I
DIMENSIONS:
PROPELLER
FT. DIAMETER 6b.0 T
FT PITCH 4_ . FT
FT NO. OF BLADES A.
DISP. BARGeb 10,000 TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO .300
TRIM PROJ. AREA - DISC. AREA
WETTED SURFACE SQ FT BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION .O
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATION (soa Nora)
TIP BELOW SURFACE
NoT__: 'Oe63 IF f.4-- LET
DEPTH OF WATIR I. FT SG3 7 K HT
U. S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN, NAVY YAR '
r  T
.' u )
WASHINGTON 0 C APRIL 1c)?8.
TEST ]mr- A- d i= WARD-ELSEY STERN (SEE NOTE)
A .INDIVIDUAL TUNNELS


















FORWARD RUDDERS HAVE BEEN LENGTHENED
1.75FT. ON AFTER EDGE; ALSO
SHOES WERE ADDED TO THESE
RUDDERS ONLY. I
FORWARD RUDDERS SET AT 42."
AFTER RUDDERS SET AT, 40."






SIDE PULL. MAISunI Av
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SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II RARGES I TrIPLE 6CRKEW IWAP-EI'E ,'TEmi TOW P4i'T
I {.'< WS', 'S_ I Twr> 'Tovw(eAT)







CORRESPONDENCE FILE NO. 7 1 -1
DIMENSIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
'YI¢ m.b Q"I" ''°'  [-> ,/I ' .' i .-5784i
-'---~S- oM3T
SCALE FOR SPEED IN MILES PER HoRK FIG.ZO
1 1
SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BARGE!.& TWIN SCGREW WARO-FLSEY TOW80AT 528'
192'-.j A 'AS4x a8TONS 2 -
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL No. 2.8Z6-A
USING PROPELLER NO.&39A 6io I a RE ARE IBRARE IARE 7f
TESTED FOR
VESTA COAL COMPANY . "
CORRESPONDENCE FILE No. 797-1
DIMENSIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT DIAMETER 7.0 FT
BEAM FT. PITCK 4. 49 FT
DRAFT FT NO OF BLADES 4 -
DISP. BARGE1 10000 TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO 3000
TRIM PROJ. AREA -- DISC. AREA6 34
WETTED SURFACE SQ FT BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATION INBIARD
STIP BELOW SURFACE
DEPTrH F WATER Z' FT.
U. S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN, NAVY YARD.














30 0 /. 600
10 200
PUSH WORSE POWERZO




SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BARGES & TWIN SCREW WARD-ELSEY TOWBOAT
I 2'- 683 5'AS '688 TONS
ESTIMATED FROM SELF PROPELLED TESTS WITH
MODEL NO. 826-A
USING PROPELLER No 639& 640
TESTED FOR
VESTA COAL COMPANY
CORRESPONDENCE FILE No. 7 9 7-
DIMENSIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT DIAMETER 7.0 FT.
BEAM FT PITCH 4.9 FT.
DRAFT FT NO OF BLADES +
oisP BARGES 10000 TONs MEAN WIDTHn ATO
TRIM PROJ AREA - DISC. AREA .6 34
WETTED SURFACE SO FT BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION .6
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATIONj1roRO
TIP BELOW SURFACE
DEPT' OF WATER 12 FT
U. S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN, NAVY YARD.
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SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
m" Drras g TWIN AcrEW P-E Rx 9 Isf Tow 1 "T
19 z'- I :b a as , 5' (plB 'Torts "Tow a T)











BEAM FT PITCH 4 -
DRAFT FT NO OF BLADES
DISP BARGES 1l0000 TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO
TRIM PROJ AREA - DISC. AREA ___
WETTED SURFACE SQ FT BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION O
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATION IVP. AZp
TIP BELOW SURFACE
F"_P'TM OF WATR 1.F'I '
U. S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN, NAVY YARD,
WASHINGTON D C APRIL I~Z8
T~ST EAc X-WAl&-L.5. STEami
c. -IoItM( AtRA4P, ICOFFR 40'
b. 1 8 
I ' 1 oI. w
*p*. ILL MMASOKIvP AT FPr;wT
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SHAFT HORSE POWER & R. P. M. CURVES
FOR
II BA&GS4TWI sCREW W&$P-ELt.'( Towbo&T
I9Z'-v. ba %s. 688 Zort To4u. T)









CORRESPONDENCE FILE No. 797-
DIMENSIONS:
SHIP PROPELLER
LENGTH FT. DIAMETER 7 FT
BEAM FT PITCH 4 "
DRAFT FT NO. OF BLADES 49
DISP. BARtL 10 000 TONS MEAN WIDTH RATIO
TRIM PROJ AREA - DISC. EA '6
WETTED SURFACE SQ FT BLADE THICKNESS FRACTION ,1l
APPENDAGES DIRECTION OF ROTATION 00 J.M
TIP BELOW SURFACE
IVL"FTA Or %MJAi A Z.r "
U. S. EXPERIMENTAl
TMST 7t A d
S40
7.1.0
MODEL BASIN, NAVY YARD.
WASHINGTON. D. C.APRIt I9 8
3X-TWtAN c c W -WARP-M. STrme
A - IiplAPUAL Trunt.L5 I
c - cowtrc A5T=RK , RUPESs 4 L
.
Iba ..)., I I Oxm a a
Ir-,.% ao.w r [:. -1 % I 1 9
I skMa I...%
-To toAT7zz
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EFFECTIVE HORSE POWER CURVES
FOR
O10 BARGES AND 6 BARGES
ss3 x SaK'x ss56.roNa





CORRESPONDENCE FILE NO 791-1
CONDITIONS:
TESTwErTCD DISPLACEMENT DAFT oAPPENDAG
UACE TONS FORD AFT MAN - s APPENA
3.56,961 9060 17 7' 7 10. NONE
4.13 177 5430 '" ' ' . "
C
C










CURVES OF TOTAL E.H.P.
500
300
S--- " ME* OF -IA 00
-- r - ---- '~ - IV~~-C- €'lONAL. E. . P.
SCALE FOR SPEED IN MILES PER HOUR FIG. 25,a
U. S. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN. NAVY YARD.
CP OF' vAr - J2f WASHINGTON.DE'P7H OF Yv..q7ER -"I2'
NOTE'- LOr TO BEr PlU HD BY
TOWB047Q MOD s 18825 -,3826
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Figure 127 - Vesta Coal Company Model 2825
Three Screw Elsey.Model with Final Rudders
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Figure 129 - Vesta Coal Company Model 282(

















" r'urt 1 0 - Vesta Coal Company Model 28?2:
Trce Screw Ward-Elsey Model with Final
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ligure 131 - Vesta Coal Company Model 2826 A







Figure 132 - Vesta Coal Company Model 2826 A
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Figure 133 - Vesta Coal Company
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